Office 365 Security & Compliance

The challenge
Across industries, challenges in security management include ever increasing complexity of attack methods that
ultimately leads to deployment of more solutions. You must manage distributed resources across many
environments. Given the constantly evolving threats, this means more attacks surfaces that need to be
protected.
In some cases, you may end up having multiple point solutions even within a single workload to address specific
security concerns. However, managing a growing number of individual security controls becomes a true
nightmare. You lose full visibility into the security state of that workload, let alone the entire organizational
security.

The solution
We will help you leverage the most effective controls that enable us to balance productivity and security though
your Office 365 subscription capabilities. Based on our best practices we can provide a set of recommendations
on what security controls you should enable to better protect your tenant from threats like data exfiltration,
account breach, and elevation of privilege.

The value
Whether your assets are deployed in the cloud, on-premises or a across a hybrid environment, we will work
with you to manage and secure your organization’s four core security components.
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Office 365 Security & Compliance
The how
Implementing the security technologies available in Microsoft Office 365 has been key to helping our security
team adopt a proactive threat-response strategy while simultaneously supporting the productivity needs of our
customers.
We’re able to better protect the vast number of devices that need access to corporate resources while bringing
together our device monitoring and management systems under one single dashboard.
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Why Enfo
Our values are at the core of our actions; collaboration, trust, continuous development and expertise. We walk
beside our customers in their data-driven business transformation, taking ownership of their transformation as if it
were our own.
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